Weather Briefing for Southeast SC/GA

10:30 AM
Friday, May 31, 2019

Disclaimer: The information contained within this briefing is time-sensitive and could affect its validity as the date/time moves away from when the briefing was created.
Highlights

• Threat for strong to marginally severe thunderstorms late this afternoon and this evening, mainly in southeast South Carolina and coastal southeast Georgia.
• Small craft advisory for Charleston Harbor this afternoon and evening.
• Critical to near critical relative humidity values inland Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
• Potential for minor shallow coastal flooding during the evening high tides beginning Sunday.
Overview:

- Dominant Hazard(s): Marginally severe wind and hail
- Timing: Late this afternoon and this evening
- Location: Greatest threat across southeast South Carolina and coastal southeast Georgia.
Potential rainfall, mainly late this afternoon and this evening.
Threat for minor shallow coastal flooding begins Sunday evening, peaks Monday or Tuesday, but continues for much of next week.
 Threat for minor shallow coastal flooding begins Sunday evening, peaks Monday or Tuesday, but continues for much of next week.
Near critical relative humidity values expected inland.
Critical to near critical relative humidity values expected inland. Similar values expected Monday.
Summary / Expected Impacts

- Threat for strong to marginally severe thunderstorms late this afternoon and this evening, mainly in southeast South Carolina and coastal southeast Georgia.
- Potential for minor shallow coastal flooding during the evening high tides beginning Sunday.
Marine Highlights

• Small craft advisory for Charleston Harbor this afternoon and evening.

Aviation Highlights

• Perhaps sub VFR conditions in/near any thunderstorms, mainly late this afternoon and this evening.

Fire Weather Highlights

• Critical to near critical relative humidity values inland Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
Contact and Next Briefing Information

Next Routine Briefing

**When:** Monday, June 3rd, 2019  
@ 1030 AM  
**Method:** Webinar

Briefing Webpage: 
weather.gov/chs/briefing

Web: 
weather.gov/chs

Phone (public):  
(843) 747-5860

E-mail:  
nws.charlestonsc@noaa.gov

Facebook:  
NWSCharlestonSC

Twitter:  
@NWSCharlestonSC

YouTube:  
NWSCharleston

Disclaimer: The information contained within this briefing is time-sensitive and could affect its validity as the date/time moves away from when the briefing was created.